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Before you start, we reccomend checking our YouTube video 
guide and simplified PDF information sheet

Video Simplified PDF 

Open Blender

delete the default cube

Import your 3D figure that want to cut

https://3d-mon.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Simplified_PDF_links.pdf
https://youtu.be/A6QtOraIAfQ
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If you can’t see the imported model, select it in the list on 
the right 

then select View - Frame selected (,)

After that, import our 3D cutters.obj - Link here

https://3d-mon.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/3D-cutters-for-DnD-figures.zip
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Once you import the cutters, select Move or press G on the 
keyboard and position the cutters in the correct location

There are multiple sizes of the cutters, pick the one that best 
fits your 3D figure - for example for hands, it is best to use 
the small one so it will not interfere with the weapons

Don’t deform or resize the cutters.

Move the cutters and rotate them by 
selecting „Rotate” or by pressing R 
on the keyboard
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Duplicate the cutter and repeat 
the process

Press Shift+D for easy duplicate

Make sure you rotate the the cutters correctly
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Repeat the process until you have 
moved and rotated all the cutters in 
the correct positions

Don’t forget about the back cutter

Position it to the upper back, the 
depth should be around the 
middle edge of the cutter

The face with „OUT” should be 
facing outwards
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Next, we will select Edit - Preferences - Add-ons 
and look for Bool Tool and activate it

Press N on the keyboard to show 
the side pannel

Select Edit - Bool Tool

Then we will select first the cutter 
we want to subtract, and after 
that, Shift+select the 3D figure

Select „Difference” on the side 
pannel

The cutter should disappear and 
cut the figure all at the same time
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Continue with the next cutter 
and repeat the process one 
by one

Subtract all cutters including the 
back cutter
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Select the figure and press 
TAB to go into edit mode

Press A on the keyboard 
to select everything
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Once everything is selected, 
press P to separate

Select Separate by loose 
parts

The result should look like this

As you can see on the right, 
the figure parts are now 
separated
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Press TAB again to exit the 
edit mode

To make sure all parts are separated, 
you can turn on random colors by 
pressing the small arrow on the right, 
MatCap and under color select Random 

Press A to select all parts and 
select File - Export - Stl.
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Select the folder you want 
the parts exported

Select Batch mode - Object

Select export Selection only

Select export
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Print it and enjoy!

https://3d-mon.com/links/
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